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EUROPEAN YEAR
O F O L D E R P E O P L E A N D
SOLIDARITY BETWEEN GENERATIONS

1993

Ageing in Europe:
Innovation and Good Practice in

Community Care

7-8 October 1993, The Park Hotel, Cardiff, Wales

To highlight the 1993 European Year of Older People and
Solidarity Between Generations, an international conference,
"Ageing in Europe: Innovation and Good Practice in Commu-
nity Care" will be held in Cardiff on the 7-8th October 1993. The
Welsh Office, Commission of the European Communities and
the University of Wales, Bangor are sponsoring this particularly
timely conference. The aim of Ageing in Europe is to provide
delegates with the opportunity of interaction and discussion
with professionals in the caring services, particularly those with
policy and

management responsibilities; researchers; practitioners and
anyone whose work involves older people. A number of
distinguished international speakers will be featured in plenary
sessions focusing on issues of ageing across Europe and of
promoting a positive image of older people within the commu-
nity. Concurrent sessions have been designed to emphasise an
exchange of experiences within the community in other Euro-
pean countries as well as the UK. The conference will also
feature an exhibition and a charity display area.

PLENARY SESSION

Thursday, 7 October 1993

European Comparisons in Health and Social Care
Professor Dr Adalbert Evers. The University of
Giessen, Vienna, Austria

Setting Objectives in Health Care
Professor J. Crimley Evans. University of Oxford,
Oxford, UK

Maintaining Service Quality in a Period of Cut-
backs
Dr Gillis Samuelsson, Gerontologiskt Centrum, Lund,
Sweden

Registration:
A reduced registration fee of £175 resident
(includes accommodation) and £100 non-
resident is offered to those delegates register-
ing by 16 August 1993. After that date the
registration fees are £200 resident and £125
non-resident. The registration fee includes
Attendance at conference sessions, and poster
presentations, access to the exhibition, lunch
and refreshments both days and VAT at the
prevailing rate. The Conference Dinner is
included in the resident's fee and is available to

'the non-resident delegates for £20.

PLENARY SESSION

Friday, 8 October 1993

What Can We Learn From Innovations in the
Netherlands?
DrJan Coolen, University of Twente, Enshede, The
Netherlands

Social Integration of Elderly People: A
Comparative Perspective
Dr Tom Scharf, University of Keele, Keele, UK

The Importance of Support Network Variation for
Care in the Community
Professor G. Clare Wenger, University of Wales,
Bangor, Wales

Assessment for Institutional Care—The Role of Joint
Assessment Teams
Professor Ken Woodhouse, University of Wales,
Cardiff, Wales

Accommodation:
The resident delegate fee includes one night's
accommodation. A block of rooms have been
reserved for delegates at the conference
headquarters hotel. The Park Hotel with
smaller blocks of rooms available at two other
hotels. There is limited accommodation in
each of the hotels and bookings will be
processed in order of receipt of requests and
payment. Delegates are encouraged to register
in advance to ensure their accommodation in
the conference headquarters hotel.

To request a programme and application
form or for information regarding an
exhibition space, contact:

Glenda Bland
Global Meeting Planning
22PlasTaliesin.
Portway Village Marina
Penarth
South Glamorgan CF64 ITN
Tel: 0222-700053 Fax: 0222-700665

Y Swyddia Gymreig

C COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN

COMMUNITIES

Welsh Office
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AH contribution! and correspondence should be tent to: Plofcwoc Peter G. Coleman, The Editor, 
Afmt md Stcitp, University Department of Geriatric Medicine, Level E, Centre Block, 
Southampton General Hospital, Southampton 909 4XV, England. AD boob for review should be 
tent to: Professor Anthony M. Wamcs, Age Concern Institute of Gerontology, King's College 
London, Cornwall House, Waterloo Road, London fflt BTX, England. 
O—ml approach mm* prapararl— of sawusewcrlpta 
Authors are ashed to bear m mind the muht-diacqafinaiy and international nature of the reader
ship when writing their contribution. In particular, care should be taken to draw out the impiica-
tions of the analysis for readers in other fields, other countries, and other disciplines. Stereotypical 
presentation of individuals or social groupings, inrhyfing the use of ageiat language, should be 
avoided. 

Articles should generally contain between 5,000 and 10,000 words, althraigh longer or shorter 
articles may be accepted by arrangement with the Editor. Articles in the Aram section will 
normally be shorter (3,000-6,000 words). 

Submission of an article is taken to imply that it hat not previously been published, and is not 
being considered for publication elsewhere. If an author is pnhhahing a related article elsewhere, 
this (act should be stated. Contributors of articles or reviews accepted far publication will be 
asked to assign copyright, on rertain conditions, to Cambridge University Press. 

Authors of papers should send that copses of their article and keep one copy of the typescript 
far correcting proofs. Cootributiorjs (articles, review articles, reviews) should be clearly typed on 
one side of A4 (or an equivalent) size paper. AD material should be typed double-spaced 
(including endnotes) with generous margins. 

The ftaV of the article (with mam words in capitals), fallowed by the author's name and 
r"a»»1i"-J on separatr tines, and then by an abstract of between too and ooo words, should be 
typed on a removable cover page (to farflmrti* the anonymous »,fi ming procedure). The text of 
the article should start oa the next page. 

Contributors may fallow either the standard conventions: (a) uHext citation of sources 
(author/date system); (a) citation in notes (the system used in vols 1-9 of hjnat aaa* &aa». 

(a) h-kxt atshiat. Give author's surname, date of piMiration and page references (if any) in 
parentheses in the body of the text, eg. '(Hendricks and Hendricks 1986: tea)'. A complete fist of 
references cited, arranged alphabetically by authors' surname, should be typed double-spaced at 
the end of the article in the farm: 
Hendricks, J. and Hendricks, C. D. 1986. Apme * Atet Sack*/: MyAs mi RmUmo, third edition 

Link, Brown & Co., Bosun & Toronto. 
(See further below far citation of edited volumes, articles). 

(t) Gutm as aato. References should be given in notes, numbered consecutively through the 
typescript with raised numbers, and typed devbte-spaced at the end of the article. Full publica
tion details should be given in the notes when a work is first eked; for second and subsequent 
citations a short farm may be used. 
Notes should be presented as follows: 

1 Rjvnkk, H. Q,, Through the file cycle: psychosocial thoughts on old age. In Pollock G. H. 
and Greenspan, S. L (eat), Tht Cam tf tj/i, VoL 5. International Universities Press, Madison, 
CTT, 1989; DowdJ.J., flmljirsnsa ammgHmAfi. Brooks/Cole, Monterey, 19B9. 

• Walker, A., The social creation of poverty and dependency in old age. Jtumal a/ Stekl 
M*3>> » (19B0). 49-75-

Notes other than bifaewgraphkal references should be kept to an absolute minimum If they are 
rssrntial, they should be numbered consecutively in with the bibliographical notes. 
Tables 
Tables should be clearly laid out on separate pages, numbered consecutively, and designed to fit 
a printed page of 934 x 155 mm. Titles should by typed above the body of the table, with an 
initial capital far the first word and proper names only and underlined (for italics). Vertical lines 
should not be used and horizontal lines should be used only at the top and bottom of the table 
and below column headings Totals and percentages should be lahrttrd and units identified. 

Figures should also be provided on separate pages and numbered consecutively. Captions should 
be provided on a srparatr sheet Indicate in the margin of the typescript approximately where in 
the text tables and figures should fall. 

First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that they can give the Editor an 
address through which they can be reached without delay and can guarantee to return corrected 
proofs to the Editor, by airmail where appropriate, within seven days of receiving them. The 
master proof will always be sent direct to the Editor by the printer; contributors wQl receive 
duplicates Authors will receive 85 offprints free of charge; additional copies may be purchased if 
ordered at proof stage. 
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